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Abstract

The complementing strengths of Constraint (Logic) Programming (CLP) and Mixed
Integer Programming (IP) have recently received signi�cant attention. Although
various optimization and constraint programming packages at a �rst glance seem
to support mixed models, the modeling and solution techniques encapsulated are
still rudimentary. Apart from exchanging bounds for variables and objective, little
is known of what constitutes a good hybrid model and how a hybrid solver can
utilize the complementary strengths of inference and relaxations. This paper adds
to the �eld by identifying constraints as the essential link between CLP and IP
and introduces an algorithm for bidirectional inference through these constraints.
Together with new search strategies for hybrid solvers and cut-generating mixed
global constraints, solution speed is improved over both traditional IP codes and
newer mixed solvers.

1 Introduction

In this paper we continue exploring the integration of constraint programming
and mathematical programming, speci�cally Constraint Propagation (CP)
and Linear Programming (LP), extending our previous work [9,10,11,12,13].
In particular, we examine in more detail how to model for a hybrid solver and
how to solve hybrid models, inter alia by giving speci�c examples. We also pro-
vide benchmarks for a production planning problem. The main contributions
of this paper are:

� Mixed global constraints connecting CP and LP:
� Variable subscripts and the compilation of variable subscripts in continu-
ous functions, i.e., an extension of the element constraint to the contin-
uous domain. We also describe its relation to disjunctive programming.
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� A mixed global constraint for semi-continuous piecewise linear functions.
� A scheme for bidirectional inference between CP and LP, i.e., between the
Finite Domain constraint store (FD store) and the Linear Programming
constraint store (LP store) [12].

� New search strategies for hybrid models.

The last few years have seen increasing interest and e�ort in the integration of
constraint programming and mathematical programming. The main objective
of such an integration is to take advantage of both the inference through CP
and the (continuous) relaxations through LP, in order to reduce the size of
the search tree.

The key decisions to be made for integrating Constraint (Logic) Program-
ming (CLP) and Integer Programming (IP) are the (a) models, (b) inference,
(c) relaxations, and, (d) search and branching strategies to use. For example,
[3] introduces a framework with a combined constraint store and symbolic
constraints that produce cutting planes; [8] combines two di�erent models in
two synchronized search trees; and, [16] automatically produces and updates
a shadow copy of a CLP model on the continuous side, with constraint prop-
agation and linear relaxations in a single search tree. A common feature of
these methods is to communicate bounds, as introduced in [2].

In [12], we advocate to use neither the CLP nor the IP model but rather to
model speci�cally for the hybrid solver, roughly separating the problem into
a discrete part (FD store) and a continuous part (LP store). This achieves
domain reduction on the FD store (constraint propagation), inference from
the FD store to the LP store (bounds and cutting planes) and a natural
relaxation (the LP relaxation).

Missing in previous research was inference from the LP store to the FD store,
causing the communication to be mainly unidirectional. Constraint propaga-
tion can not be done e�ectively from the LP store to the FD store, since an
LP solver only gives a single solution to the current problem, so we are not
drawing inference from a set which contains all the possible solutions as in
CLP. The bounds provided by LP are usually weak and too costly to improve.
We remedy this by adding inference from the LP solution to the FD store.

This paper is organized as follows. This section laid out the history of ef-
forts in integrating CLP and IP. Section 2 introduces our framework, Mixed
Logical/Linear Programming (MLLP). In Sec. 3 we expand this framework
with mixed global constraints, taking variable subscripts and piecewise linear
functions as speci�c examples. Section 4 focuses on algorithms and rules for in-
ference and branching strategies. In Sec. 5 we introduce a production planning
problem and then compare MLLP computationally with other approaches in
Sec. 5.3. Finally, Sec. 6 summarizes our results.
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2 Mixed Logical/Linear Programming (MLLP)

To lay the basis for the subsequent discussion, we recapitulate the basic frame-
work of MLLP, proposed in [9,10,11,12,13]. In that framework, constraints are
in the form of conditionals that link the discrete and continuous elements of
the problem. An MLLP model has the form

min cx

s.t. hi(y)! Aix � bi; i 2 I; (1)

x 2 Rn ; y 2 D;

where y is a vector of discrete variables and x a vector of continuous variables.
The antecedents hi(y) of the conditionals are constraints that can be treated
with CP techniques. The consequents are linear inequality systems that form
an LP relaxation.

A linear constraint set Ax � b which is enforced unconditionally may be so
written for convenience, with the understanding that it can always be put
in the conditional form T ! Ax � b. Similarly, an unconditional discrete
constraint h can be formally represented with the conditional :h! (0x = 1).

An MLLP problem is solved by branching on the discrete variables. The con-
ditionals assign roles to CP and LP: CP is applied to the discrete constraints
to reduce the search and help determine when partial assignments satisfy the
antecedents. At each node of the branching tree an LP solver minimizes cx
subject to the inequalities Aix � bi for which hi(y) is determined to be true
(entailed). This delayed posting of inequalities leads to small and lean LP
problems that can be solved e�ciently. A feasible solution is obtained when
the truth value of every antecedent is determined (entailed or disentailed) and
the LP solver �nds an optimal solution subject to the enforced inequalities.

3 Mixed Global Constraints

The need for global constraints, such as alldifferent, has been recognized for
quite some time in constraint programming. One reason they were introduced
is that they allow the modeler to represent a problem in a more �natural� and
compact manner, i.e., they extend the expressiveness of the modeling language.
Also, they open up the possibility to include structure speci�c propagation
into a general solver and are thus extremely important for the e�ciency of the
solver.

Mathematical programming has still not seen the advantage of global con-
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straints to the same extent. Modeling languages for LP/IP, such as AMPL [7],
do include some constructs to aid the modeler in writing compact and easy-to-
understand models. Those constructs, however, have to be transformed into
linear inequalities before being sent to an LP/IP solver and the structural in-
formation is lost in the process. Although the structure may be known to the
modeler it can not be communicated to the solver and the solver has to �nd
and recognize the structure on its own to be able to apply logical processing
to it, resulting in less e�cient solution algorithms than what would have been
possible. Recently though some work has been done on this topic [3].

In a framework such as MLLP, mixed global constraints serve both as a mod-
eling tool and a way to exploit structure in the solution process. Mixed global
constraints can be written in the form (1) as conditionals, analogous to global
constraints in CLP, but improve the solution process by improving the prop-
agation. This will be illustrated for variable subscripts and piecewise linear
functions.

3.1 Variable Subscripts in Linear Constraints

Variable subscripts, i.e., subscripts that contain one or more discrete variables,
are a very useful modeling device. For example, if cjk is the cost of assigning
worker k to job j, the total cost of an assignment can be written

P
j cjyj , where

yj is a discrete variable indicating the worker assigned to job j. The value of
cjyj can, however, not be determined when the model is compiled, as it hinges
on the value of the variable yj, and thus has to be deferred to the solver in
some form.

A variable subscripted expression can, in principle, be written in the more
primitive form (1) of conditional constraints. For example, the constraint z �P

j cjyj can be written z �
P

j zj, if the following conditional constraints are
added to the model,

(yj = k) ! (zj = cjk); 8(j; k) 2 f1; : : : ; ng � f1; : : : ; mg:

It is preferable, however, that the solver process variable subscripts directly,
to improve the inference, as will become more clear in what follows.

A constraint called (discrete) element, which mimics array lookup, has been
used for a long time in the CLP community to represent variable subscript [14].
The expression z = xy, where z and y are discrete variables and x1; : : : ; xn
are discrete variables (or constants), is equivalent to

element(y; [x1; : : : ; xn]; z);

given that the domain of y is Dy = f1; : : : ; ng. Propagation for this constraint
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is usually [hyper]arc- or bounds-consistency if x is an array of constants [vari-
ables].

We expand on this construct by allowing variable subscripts to appear in
continuous linear functions (constraints or objective function). The variable
subscripts are presented to the solver in the following way: Any term with a
variable subscript is replaced by an arti�cial variable in the LP solver, which
is then constrained by introducing one or more mixed element constraints.
For example, the linear constraints

dyxy +
X
i2S

ci;y = 42; dyxy � 0;

where S = f1; : : : ; mg and y 2 f1; : : : ; ng, are compiled into

z1 +
P

i2S wi = 42; z2 � 0;

element(y; [x1; : : : ; xn]; z
0
1
); element(y; [c11; : : : ; c1n]; w1);

element(y; [d1; : : : ; dn]� z0
1
; z1); element(y; [c21; : : : ; c2n]; w2);

element(y; [x1; : : : ; xn]; z
0
2
); � � �

element(y; [d1; : : : ; dn]� z0
2
; z2); element(y; [cm1; : : : ; cmn]; wm):

Note that dyxy has to be replaced by a single variable in each constraint to
avoid nonlinearity.

There are two basic optimizations to be made when compiling variable sub-
scripts; common subscript elimination and subscript folding. The �rst consist
simply of detecting if the same subscripts occurs more than once, and if so,
reuse the element constraint generated. This can be done across the whole
problem, i.e., the reuse need not be limited to be within the same linear in-
equality. The second reduces the number of element constraints introduced,
by folding several variable subscripted constants into one. This amounts to
summing all the constants within the same linear expression pairwise and
then constraining a single arti�cial variable with a mixed element constraint.
Revisiting our previous example, the constraints can be more compactly com-
piled into

z + w = 42; z � 0;

element(y; [x1; : : : ; xn]; z
0); (2)

element(y; [d1; : : : ; dn]� z0; z); (3)

element(y; [
X
i2S

ci;1; : : : ;
X
i2S

ci;n]; w): (4)

As illustrated in the example above, our MLLP modeling language and solver
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support three kinds of subscripted expressions in linear functions:

element(y; [a1; : : : ; an]; z) , z = ay; (5)

element(y; [x1; : : : ; xn]; z) , z = xy; (6)

element(y; [a1; : : : ; an]� x; z) , z = ayx: (7)

The modeler compiles general expressions containing variable subscripts by
summing and chaining together (5)�(7), and the solver can propagate bounds
and create cuts for these structures. We observe that (a) any linear expression
with variable subscripts can be decomposed by the modeler using these three
forms, and, (b) they are simple enough to propagate e�ciently [13].

Note that subscript folding is limited by this vocabulary, subscripted variables
can, e.g., not be folded. Also, some information may be lost when decomposing
an expression into several element constraints. For example, the minimum
lower bound for z0 in our example above, derived using bounds propagation on
(2), might occur at a di�erent index than the minimum of the di's in (3). This
decoupling might thus give a weaker bound on z than by indexing directly on
dyxy in a single element constraint. There would not be any bene�t, however,
from having a new variant of the element constraint for dyxw (except in
the special case of y � w as in the example above) as dyxw is naturally
decoupled by the two di�erent indexing variables and no information is lost
by decomposing z = dyxw to z0 = xw and z = dyz

0.

More complex expressions can be handled by a more general form of the
element constraint, instead of using decomposition. As we alluded to in Sec. 1,
there is an intimate connection between variable subscripts in linear expres-
sions (the mixed element constraint) and disjunctive programming. In fact,
the three forms of the mixed element constraint above, eq. (5)�(7), are special
cases of a general mixed global disjunctive constraint

disjunctive(y; [A1x � b1; : : : ; Anx � bn]);

where y indexes among the linear systems in the second argument. Given the
domain of y, what can be inferred in terms of bounds and cuts on the con-
tinuous variables x? This constraint has to produce cutting planes to identify
the convex hull of the disjunction

_
i2Dy

�
Aix � bi

�
;

which is far more complex than the inference for the three frequently and
naturally occurring structures (5)�(7), although it has been studied in the
literature [1].

The propagation rules for the mixed element constraints are similar to the
discrete case. Let the interval [min(xi);max(xi)] be de�ned by the bounds on
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xi. Then upon change of the domain of y, we can compute min = fmin(xi) j i 2
Dyg and max = fmax(xi) j i 2 Dyg and add new bounds min � z � max to the
LP. Reversely, the bounds of z can be used to prune Dy. More on propagation
and relaxations for the element constraint can be found in [13].

It is interesting to make a comparison with variable subscripts in constraint
programming at this point. The element constraint has been widely used in
the CLP community for a long time, but only in two simple discrete forms, ay
and xy (the latter only rarely). The existence of many other discrete global con-
straints could be the reason for the limited use of variable subscripts in CLP,
and its limited vocabulary is partly explained by the fact that the primitive
constraints (the easily handled constraints comprising the constraint store)
are di�erent in IP (LP) and CLP (CP). Arc- and bounds consistency on a
CLP constraint store, containing only domain constraints (x 2 D), allows the
decomposition of variable subscripts (by the modeler) without loss of domain
reduction power. This is not the case when the constraint store is composed of
linear inequalities, as in our case, and a more expressive vocabulary is needed.

3.1.1 Variable Subscripts in Bounds

Bounds on variables are traditionally required to be constants at compile time,
given by the modeler to the solver, derived automatically or simply set to some
smallest and largest possible value.

We extend this by allowing variable subscripts in bounds expressions, where
the variable is declared. Declaratively, this amounts to posting the constraints

ly � x � uy (8)

where l [u] is the lower [upper] bound vector and y a discrete variable. Proce-
durally, the variable subscripted bounds have two drawbacks. First, they are
naïvely compiled into

z1 � x; x � z2; (9)

element(y; [l1; : : : ; ln]; z1); (10)

element(y; [u1; : : : ; un]; z2); (11)

which introduces two new variables, two mixed element constraints and two
linear inequalities. Secondly, and a more re�ned trap for our solver, the values
of x, z1 and z2 in a continuous solution may be such that no value i 2 Dy

satis�es (10)�(11), despite the fact that some value i 2 Dy together with x
satis�es the original variable subscripted bounds (8). Methods aimed at �nding
such satisfying values (see Sec. 4.1) might then fail unnecessarily. This happens
in practice and impedes the solver in completing the solution and causes extra
branching in the search.
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These two problems are avoided by compiling the bounds directly into

element�(y; [l1; : : : ; ln]; x); (12)

element�(y; [u1; : : : ; un]; x); (13)

where (12) [(13)] only performs lower [upper] bound propagation. Since the
arti�cial variables are eliminated, values for y satisfying (12)�(13) will be
found correctly. The mixed element constraint described above is declara-
tively equivalent to element� ^ element�, and is referred to as element= in
ambiguous cases.

3.2 Semi-continuous Piecewise Linear Functions

Piecewise linear functions arise in a variety of problems. In this section we
introduce two new ways of modeling and solving piecewise linear structures.
The �rst is through the previously introduced variable subscripts and the
second uses a specialized mixed global constraint.

A piecewise linear function consists of a set of line segments, usually with
joint endpoints but possibly disjoint, which we refer to as semi-continuous.
The segments constrain the v-axis (output variable, e.g., price) wrt. the u-axis
(input variable, e.g., quantity), and also constrain the u-axis if the segments
are disjoint. Segment i, denoted by the variable y, goes from point (ui; vi) to
point (�ui; �vi). We use v(u�) to refer to the v-value of the function at u-value
u�.

Using variable subscripts, we can model the function as

v = vy + cy(u� uy); uy � u � �uy; vy � v � �vy; y 2 f1; : : : ; ng;

where ci = (�vi � vi)=(�ui � ui) is the slope of segment i. As explained in the
previous sections, this will be compiled into

v = z1 + z2 (14)

element=(y; [c1; : : : ; cn]� u; z1) (15)

element=(y; [v1 � c1u1; : : : ; vn � cnun]; z2) (16)

element�(y; [u1; : : : ; un]; u) (17)

element�(y; [�u1; : : : ; �un]; u) (18)

element�(y; [v1; : : : ; vn]; v) (19)

element�(y; [�v1; : : : ; �vn]; v) (20)

Consider the piecewise linear function in Fig. 1. It consists of four segments
(numbers in circles), the �rst is the origin (of zero-width), the next three range
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Figure 1. A piecewise linear function. The light grey area depicts the linear relax-
ation using variable subscripts, the dark grey area the relaxation obtained with the
piecewise constraint.

between u-values 1�2, 2�3 and 3�5. At the depicted state the segment chosen is
constrained to be 2 or 3, i.e., y 2 f2; 3g. Bounds propagation in the element

constraints will now produce the linear relaxation shown in light grey. The
horizontal and vertical borders are obtained by updating the bounds for the
continuous variables u and v, eq. (17)�(20). The other two borders (marked
a and b) have slopes which are the e�ects of the bounds propagation of (15),
and an o�set which comes from (16). Note that the upper bound a is parallel
to the steeper segment 2 and the lower bound b is parallel to segment 3.

Although the function is compactly described with variable subscripts, the
solver does not know the true origin of the constraints, i.e., that it describes a
piecewise linear function. As an alternative, consider introducing a new mixed

global constraint representing a piecewise linear function,

piecewise(y; O; u; [u1; : : : ; un]; [�u1; : : : ; �un]; v; [v1; : : : ; vn]; [�v1; : : : ; �vn]);

where y is the discrete variable indicating the segment in which the values of
u and v lie, and O indicates the orientation of the constraint, i.e., whether
v has to be above, below or on the piecewise linear function. Then a tighter
linear relaxation can be produced by instead adding the cuts surrounding
the dark grey triangle in Fig. 1. If O is above [below] only the lower [upper]
cuts have to be posted, if it is on then both the lower and the upper cuts
have to be posted. In addition to posting and updating the cuts described,
the constraint performs bounds propagation on both the discrete and the
continuous variables. For Dy = fp; : : : ; qg the propagation rules for concave
functions are:

O 2 {below, on} : v � vi + ci(u� ui); 8i 2 fp; : : : :qg,

O 2 {above, on} : v � (�vq � vp)=(�uq � up)u+ (vp�uq � �vqup)=(�uq � up),

Bounds on u and v : up � u � �uq, vp � v � �vq.
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The second rule constrains the solution to lie above the line (up; vp)� (�uq; �vq).
For convex functions the rules are swapped for above and below, and the
inequalities are inverted.

These bounds and cuts provide the convex hull relaxation, which is the best we
can do. Also, in the case of a concave above [below] piecewise linear function it
is equivalent to the standard MIP [LP] relaxation (MIP and LP are reversed
for convex functions), but introduces no new variables.

Declaratively, the piecewise constraint can be written in the form (1) as
follows,

(y = i) !
�
v = vi + ci(u� ui); ui � u � �ui; vi � v � �vi

�
; 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng;

but the piecewise extension of MLLP allows the use of the above described
propagation rules which provides more inference.

The general syntax of the piecewise constraint, i.e., specifying both the start
and end point of each segment, is necessary due to semi-continuous charac-
teristic of a general piecewise linear function. Note, e.g., that a �xed-charge
piecewise linear constraint is a special case of this constraint. Furthermore,
the syntax allows for functions that are neither convex nor concave, and gen-
erating the convex hull for such general semi-continuous piecewise functions
is then a matter of �nding the convex hull of a set of points. This is a well
known problem in computational geometry and can be done e�ciently [4]. A
simpler syntax for continuous functions could of course be adopted, e.g., as in
AMPL [7] and OPL [17], where the functions are assumed to be continuous
and starting at the origin, and only the end point and slope of each segment
are speci�ed.

4 Algorithmic Extensions

In CLP, good support for de�ning problem speci�c search strategies is essen-
tial. Strategies derive branching decisions from the current domains of vari-
ables and the structure of the constraint graph. Well-known strategies are
fail-�rst, most-constrained and earliest-start-time (scheduling problems) for
variable selection and domain-splitting for value choice [14].

In IP, the solution of the relaxation provides a complete labeling of the vari-
ables, i.e., each variable, whether continuous or integer, has a value in the
solution to the relaxation. The bene�t of this is twofold; (a) variables which
require integral values might get integral values in the labeling �by chance� or
might be roundable by a heuristic to an integral value, and, (b) if not, their
fractional values provide valuable information for branching strategies.
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The basic strategies from CLP remain available for a hybrid system like MLLP
since the discrete decision variables still have domains and the discrete con-
straints still form a constraint graph. But in a solver where discrete and con-
tinuous variables have been separated, like in MLLP, discrete variables will
not readily have values from the relaxation. The relaxation provides a value
for x in (1) and a part of y might be determined by branching, but y is not
given a value by the relaxation since it is not a part of it.

The relaxation and y are connected through conditional and mixed global
constraints (element, piecewise, etc), and we need a new technique to com-
municate the impact of the linear relaxation solution to y. This section aims
to show how this can be accomplished, and at the same time retain the ability
of CLP to de�ne custom search strategies.

4.1 Back-Propagation

At a node of the search tree, assume the following sequence of steps has been
taken: (a) The branching choice has been enforced, (b) constraint propagation
has been performed on discrete, logical and global constraints, and, (c) the
resulting linear relaxation has been solved, with optimal solution x�.

At this point, if all constraints are determined, we have a complete solution. If
not, we might need to branch further. However, it might possible to extend the
solution x� of the relaxation to a complete solution (y�; x�) that satis�es all
constraints. And if not, we should deduce information for branching strategies.

Therefore, before branching, the following procedure, back-propagation, is per-
formed. Once it is done, all the changes are undone before going on�the e�ects
are local to this node. The procedure consists of executing a set of propagation
rules, speci�c to each kind of constraint connecting the FD and LP store. The
following are the rules for the constraints discussed in this paper, serving as
examples:

� For any conditional constraint hi(y) ! Aix � bi, enforce the constraint
:hi(y) if A

ix� 6� bi.
� For any element(y; (v1; : : : ; vk); z), where z occurs with a positive coe�cient
on the left-hand side-side of an (in)equality of type:

� : let Dy = Dy \ fj j v
�
j � z�g,

� : let Dy = Dy \ fj j v
�
j � z�g,

= or both � and � : let Dy = Dy \ fj j v
�
j = z�g.
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� For any

piecewise(y; O; u; [u1; : : : ; un]; [�u1; : : : ; �un]; v; [v1; : : : ; vn]; [�v1; : : : ; �vn]);

if:

O 2 {below, on} : let Dy = Dy \ fj j (uj � u� � �uj) ^ (v� � v(u�))g,

O 2 {above, on} : let Dy = Dy \ fj j (uj � u� � �uj) ^ (v� � v(u�))g.

This will reduce Dk to (a) ?, if u� is outside a segment, (b) a singleton, if
it is within a single segment, or, (c) a domain of cardinality two, if u� is on
the joint point of two segments.

After these rules have been applied, standard constraint propagation is per-
formed for all purely discrete constraints. All elements of domains of discrete
variables are now consistent with the current LP solution. If all constraints are
determined, we have a complete solution. If some domain is empty, we say the
back-propagation failed for this variable, and we need to branch further. If no
domain is empty, but some purely discrete constraints are still not determined,
we can search for a solution within the current domains that determines those
constraints. If we choose not to, or we fail to �nd one, we continue to branch.

So far we have achieved our equivalent of item (a) above, i.e., we take advan-
tage of the fact that some discrete variables will �be integral in the labeling
by chance�, or as we would put it, will �have discrete values satisfying the
continuous constraints by chance�.

We refer to this technique as back-propagation for two reasons; (a) it is a
form of inference, speci�cally tailored for each constraint, and (b) the con-
straints communicate their inferences back from the relaxation to the domains
of shared variables. It should be pointed out that unlike the standard propaga-
tion, mixed constraints only back-propagate once, i.e., the back-propagation
need not be encapsulated in a �x-point iteration. Recall also that since back-
propagation is inference from one solution of many possible to the relaxation,
its e�ect are node-speci�c, and must be undone before branching further.

In [6] a similar scheme called unimodular probing, is used to derive constraint
violations from a totally unimodular subset of linear inequalities solved as an
LP. The violated constraints indicates possible branching choices. Similarly,
the value extraction for shadowed variables, i.e., a variable present in both CP
and LP [16,17], is also a special case of back-propagation, allowing branching
strategies based on the LP solution values.

4.2 Branching Strategies

In a branching strategy there are two choices to make; what variable to branch
and on, and what value to set it to. In IP it is very common to branch on the
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most fractional variable, resolving the �biggest� inconsistencies �rst. Using the
domains after back-propagation, we can accomplish something similar, called
back-propagation-failure. This strategy selects �rst any variable whose domain
became empty during back-propagation, and secondly any variable whose do-
main after back-propagation was not singleton, and �nally falls back on a stan-
dard fail-�rst strategy on the domains as they were before back-propagation.
Variables with singleton domains after back-propagation are skipped since
they have a consistent value.

For the value choice, a common choice in IP is to create two branches, x � bx�c
and x � dx�e, and branch on the one closer to integral �rst. The equivalent in
MLLP is to �rst chose a value y� which is consistent with one, several or all
of the continuous constraints. We can choose to do domain splitting on this
value (called split-on-lp), creating branches y � y� and y � y� + 1. We can
also, which makes even more sense, create three branches (called triple-on-lp):
y = y�, y � y� � 1 and y � y� + 1, preferably tried in that order.

All of the above value heuristics can also be combined with a best-branch selec-
tion, i.e., the objective value for the branches are computed, and the branches
are tried in the order of greatest potential (best objective value). Comput-
ing the objective value before choosing a branch should not be confused with
strong-branching [5]. Strong branching precomputes objective values for use in
variable selection and will therefore incur overhead by solving relaxations for
branches never taken. In contrast, best-branch is a best-bound node selection
strategy, where the set of candidate nodes are the children of the current node.
It will only move some computation up in the search tree, since all branches
will eventually be considered, and thus not cause any overhead.

5 A Production Planning Problem

Consider a plant where a number of resources are used to manufacture a set of
products, each produced unit requiring a certain amount of each resource. The
objective is to maximize the pro�t. The revenue for a product does not increase
proportionally with volume, since larger volumes gives discount to the buyer of
the products, and is therefore approximated using a piecewise linear function.
Similarly, resources are also volume discounted, and in addition, there is a
minimum buying quantity for each resource if it is bought, which makes the
corresponding piecewise linear function semi-continuous, i.e., a �xed-charge
piecewise linear function. There are two additional constraints on production.
First, there is a limit (plant capacity) on the total production. Second, the
production equipment requires each product to be produced in a certain scale,
e.g., small-scale, medium-scale, large-scale, etc., which limits the production
to corresponding disjoint intervals.
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5.1 An MLLP Model

Using the piecewise global constraint described in Sec. 3.2, the formulation
is straightforward. Variable rj is the revenue for product j, ci the cost of
resource i, yRj the segment where production vj lies for product j, yCi the
segment where usage ui lies for resource i, and sj is the production scale for
product j. Parameters uik and �uik denote upper and lower range of segment k
for resource i, and Cik and �Cik the corresponding accumulated cost at those
points. Similarly, vjk; �vjk and Rjk; �Rjk describe the piecewise linear revenue
function. Note that ui1 = �ui1 = 0 and ui2 > 0, enforcing the minimum purchase
quantity directly through the global semi-continuous piecewise constraint.

max
X
j

rj �
X
i

ci

s.t. piecewise(yCi ; ui; ui1; : : : ; uin; �ui1; : : : ; �uin;

ci; Ci1; : : : ; Cin; �Ci1; : : : ; �Cin); 8i; (21)

piecewise(yRj ; vj; vj1; : : : ; vjm; �vj1; : : : ; �vjm;

rj; Rj1; : : : ; Rjm; �Rj1; : : : ; �Rjm); 8j; (22)X
j

aijvj � ui; 8i; (23)

X
j

vj � plant_cap; (24)

wj;sj � vj � �wj;sj ; 8j; (25)

ui; ci; vj; rj � 0; 8i; j;

yCi 2 f1; : : : ; ng; yRj 2 f1; : : : ; mg; sj 2 f1; : : : ; lg; 8i; j:

Note the variable subscripted bounds (25) enforcing the restrictions on the
scale of production.

5.2 Other Models

An IP Model: A traditional IP model, see Fig. 2, can be found by ex-
panding the piecewise constraints to LP constraints for the revenue (concave
maximization (below), constraints (26)�(27)), where R̂jk is the revenue of each
unit produced in interval k, and MIP constraints for the cost (concave min-
imization (above), constraints (28)�(31)). Due to lack of variable subscripts,
the production scale intervals have to be encoded as a MIP structure (con-
straints (32)�(34)).

Notice that yjk are SOS�3 variables [5] due to (34), which can be used by the
IP solver. Informing the IP solver about the SOS�3 variables is optional, the
model is still valid without that information. It is necessary, however, to tell
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max
X
j;k

R̂jkvjk �
X
i

�
Ci2�i1 +

X
k�2

�Cik�ik

�

s.t. vj =
X
k

vjk; 8j; (26)

vjk � �vjk � vjk; 8j; k; (27)

ui = ui2�i1 +
X
k�2

�uik�ik; 8i; (28)

X
k

�ik = 1; 8i; (29)

f�i1; : : : ; �ing is an SOS�2 set; 8i; (30)

ui2bi � ui �Mbi; 8i; (31)

vj =
X
k

wjk; 8j; (32)

wjkyjk � wjk � �wjkyjk; 8j; k; (33)X
k

yjk = 1; 8j; (34)

X
j

vj � plant_cap; (35)

X
j

aijvj � ui; 8i; (36)

vj; vjk; wjk; ui; �ik � 0; 8i; j; k;

yjk 2 f0; 1g; 8i; j:

Figure 2. An IP model for the production planning problem.

the solver about the SOS�2 variables, �ik, as the model is incorrect without
that information.

Finally, note that the semi-continuous minimum purchase quantity is enforced
through an extra constraint (31).

An OPL Model: The modeling language OPL [17], like MLLP, allows for-
mulations which mix discrete and continuous constraints. Variable subscripts
are supported, but only for discrete variables or constants and not in contin-
uous linear constraints nor in bounds. There is also a construct for modeling
piecewise linear functions, but this construct is merely syntactic sugar for an
LP or MIP structure, resolved at compile time (same as in AMPL [7]). Fur-
thermore, the piecewise construct does not allow semi-continuous functions.

Nonetheless, the problem can be stated in a fairly compact manner in OPL,
see Fig. 3. The variable subscripts in the bounds, enforcing the restrictions on
the scale of the production, are set on integer variables v0j which are shadow
copies of the variables vj in the LP (constraints (39)�(40)).
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max

 X
j

piecewisefR̂jk ! �vjk; 0g vj

!
�

 X
i

piecewisefĈik ! �uik; Mg ui

!

s.t. ui2bi � ui �Mbi; 8i; (37)X
j

aijvj � ui; 8i; (38)

wj;sj
� v0j � �wj;sj ; 8j; (39)

vj = v0j; 8j; (40)X
j

vj � plant_cap; (41)

vj; ui � 0; 8i; j;

v0j 2 f0; : : : ;1g; 8j;

sj 2 f1; : : : ; lg; 8j;

bi 2 f0; 1g; 8i:

Figure 3. An OPL model for the production planning problem.

Unless speci�ed, OPL applies a default branching strategy, which we assume
varies with the problem, but whether it is in fact so is not documented in the
OPL manual [17]. We tried the following strategy, trying to to some extent
simulate the e�ect of back-propagation of MLLP:

search {
forall (j in Products)
tryall (k in ProdScales ordered by increasing abs(simplexValue(v[j])� wl[j; k]))
s[j] = k;

};

However, benchmarking (Sec. 5.3) showed that the default strategy consis-
tently performed better than what we could achieve with this strategy.

Note that the OPL is data dependant in the same way as the IP model.
Both assume that the piecewise linear functions are continuous and thus the
minimum purchase quantity has to be modeled speci�cally. In the OPL model
it is enforced through an extra constraint (37).

5.3 Benchmarks

In this section we evaluate the performance of three solvers on these three
models. We used the same data sets for the di�erent models; each number
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Table 1
Benchmark results for the MLLP model.

Problem MLLP Model Solution

Prod�Res FD-Var Elem Piece Row Col NZ Nodes Opt Time

5� 5 10 10 5 19 41 148 33 14 0.37

10� 5 15 20 5 24 71 263 27 13 0.38

10 � 10 20 20 10 34 81 343 55 19 0.77

5� 10� 15 10 10 29 51 203 127 23 1.00

10� 15� 25 20 15 44 91 423 6874 33 50.84

15� 15�� 30 30 15 49 121 420 6044 63 52.46

7� 12��� 19 14 12 35 67 155 50 23 0.83

Table 2
IP model, default settings.

Problem IP Model CPLEX Default

Prod�Res Row Col Bool RowPP ColPP NZPP Nodes Opt Time

5� 5 104 137 35 82 115 330 120 111 0.08

10� 5 179 227 65 147 195 570 267 259 0.23

10� 10 204 272 70 162 230 710 655 595 0.59

5� 10� 129 182 40 97 150 445 1319 1048 0.85

10� 15� 229 317 75 177 265 850 4484 1303 4.26

15� 15�� 304 407 105 242 345 1093 11316 3649 12.70

7� 12��� 169 236 54 125 193 555 12563 5352 8.10

shown in the tables is the average for a model over 10 randomly generated
data sets. The instances marked by a star are made harder (in addition to
increased size) by forcing the resource usage close to the minimum purchase
quantity. The unmarked and star-marked instances are dense in the sense a
product requires some of all of the resources, i.e., the table indicating how
much of each resource every product needs has no zero entries. The double
star-marked instance has medium density and the triple star-marked instance
is very sparse.

Superscripted digits indicates the number (out of 10 problems) that were
solved to proven optimality within 100 000 nodes (if at least one was solved),
'�' indicates that none of the ten instances could be solved. 'Nodes' is the
number of nodes required to prove optimality, and 'Opt' is the node in which
the optimal solution was found, on average. All numbers include the problems
that were not solved to optimality, i.e., the 100 000 nodes and the time 1 it
took to process them are weighed in.

1 Sun Ultra 60 Model 2360 (2�360 MHz UltraSPARC-II) running Solaris 2.6.
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Table 3
IP model, depth-�rst search and maximum infeasibility variable selection.

Problem CPLEX Comparative

Prod�Res Nodes Opt Time

5� 5 1375 1357 0.72

10� 5 1778 1717 1.31

10� 10 8987 8929 7.59

5� 10� 38721 38416 19.60

10 � 15� � � �

15� 15�� � � �

7� 12��� 21948 17163 13.69

Table 1 shows the results obtained with our MLLP solver . We branch on the
piecewise intervals and the production scales simultaneously, selecting vari-
ables according to back-propagation-failure and values using triple-on-lp (see
Sec. 4.2 for details).

Table 2 shows the performance of CPLEX 6.0.1 with default settings on the
IP model. 'Bool.' indicates the number of 0�1 variables in the problem, 'PP'
stands for �after preprocessing�, and 'NZ' indicates the number of nonzero
coe�cients in the LP matrix. CPLEX uses best-bound node selection by de-
fault, i.e., it does not perform a depth �rst search. For sake of comparison with
MLLP and OPL, Tab. 3 shows benchmarks results for CPLEX with depth-�rst
search and maximum infeasibility variable selection.

It should be noted that we tested a couple of di�erent IP models using the
MIP solvers CPLEX 6.0.1, XPRESS-MP 11.04 and Super LINDO 5.3. We
chose to use CPLEX and the IP model above in these benchmarks since that
combination exhibited the consistently best behavior. It should be emphasized,
however, that unlike the MLLP model, the IP and OPL models are highly
data dependant and in�exible. Both models assume continuous data and the
minimum purchase quantity thus has to be modeled separately; if the structure
of the data changes then the IP and OPL models have to be modi�ed but the
MLLP model will remain the same. It is possible to formulate the IP to handle
any kind of data using an SOS�3 type of formulation instead of a mix of SOS�2
and SOS�3 but it had a signi�cantly worse performance on the data we used.

Table 4 shows the performance of OPL. The number of rows and columns is
after the piecewise constructs have been expanded to LP and MIP variables
and constraints.
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Table 4
OPL model, default settings

Problem OPL Model Solution

Prod�Res FD-Var Elem Piece Row Col Nodes Time

5� 5 15 10 10 73 227 107749 6.51

10� 5 25 20 15 133 392 731153 101.52

10� 10 30 20 20 193 502 721433 135.63

5� 10� 20 10 15 106 310 214298 21.57

10� 15� 35 20 25 238 597 674404 82.24

15� 15�� 45 30 30 301 765 808882 105.85

7� 12��� 26 14 19 97 363 800232 114.32

5.3.1 Comments on Computational Results

Our solver performs well compared to both CPLEX (IP model) and OPL
(OPL model). In particular, MLLP is much faster at �nding the optimal solu-
tion. Several other things should be noted in the tables. First, the LPs solved
by MLLP are both smaller and more compact than the corresponding LPs
in the IP model. Nevertheless, MLLP spends more time per node. This is
expected, our code is a research tool and not tuned for performance; except
for the LP code, which uses the CPLEX callable libraries, the MLLP solver is
coded in Java, including the branch-and-bound search and the propagation.
Back-propagation currently takes a signi�cant portion of the time (50�70%
depending on problem), but we believe this can be remedied in a tuned imple-
mentation; the process is worst-case linear in the number of constraints and
can be coded e�ciently. Solving LPs accounts for 20�40%, including time for
communication with CPLEX.

The OPL model is very similar to the MLLP model at a �rst glance, but the
underlying di�erences contribute to the poor performance of OPL on these
problems. First, the piecewise construct of OPL compiles to an LP model
for the product revenue functions and a MIP model with boolean variables
for the resource costs, which is probably quite similar to our IP model. OPL
provides no back-propagation, and the possible search strategies are limited
by the fact that the boolean variables of the piecewise cost function are not
visible to the user, and can not be used to customize the search strategy.
The default strategy is used, and judging from the fact that OPL performs
slightly better for the instances marked by a star, which have less resource
usage, OPL probably enumerates values for integer variables. A more adapted
search strategy, if possible, would probably improve OPL's robustness and
performance signi�cantly.
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6 Conclusion

Our focus in this paper is on modeling for and solving with a combined con-
straint propagation�linear programming solver. We show for a production
planning problem that we can greatly reduce the LP relaxation size while
retaining its strength, and take advantage of constraint propagation for infer-
ence from branching decisions and discrete constraints. Computational testing
shows that our approach is competitive with commercial IP codes.

An important part of a hybrid modeling language are variable subscripts for
the continuous domain, in which discrete variables are used to index into arrays
of continuous constants or variables. We introduce new variants of the classi-
cal element constraint from constraint programming, and show how general
subscripted expressions can be compiled and decomposed to such constraints
for compact models and e�cient problem solving.

We describe a scheme for inference from an LP solution to a discrete constraint
store, which is an essential tool to avoid excessive branching. This inference
allows the solver (which separates discrete and continuous variables) to earlier
complete a feasible continuous solution to include values for discrete variables.
It also provides the information necessary to make intelligent branching deci-
sions, much equivalent to how IP uses fractional values for integer variables in
branching strategies.

We also show how a mixed global constraint modeling a piecewise linear func-
tion can reduce the LP size while retaining an equivalent relaxation. Even
more, it is also shown to increase the inferences made both from the FD store
to the LP store (cutting planes) and from LP to FD (back-propagation of
LP solution). Global constraints crossing the boundary between CLP and IP
have great potential, mainly so for the same reasons as global constraints
have shown to be indispensable in pure CLP. They allow a more compact
representation, increase readability, and most importantly, improve inference.
In addition, a �exible global constraint can be more robust to model and
data changes, e.g., our piecewise constraint, which allows any kind of semi-
continuous, concave/convex function as input without any modi�cation to the
model.

Possibly, mixed global constraints will be even more powerful than traditional
global constraints, since a constraint store with (continuous) linear inequalities
(the primitive constraints of LP) is more expressive than the �nite indomain
constraints (the primitive constraints of FD). The use of LP as a constraint
store have not been fully explored in the CLP community, especially not as a
store for communication between (global) constraints.
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